ORIGINAL TIMELINE FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LABOUR REFORM IN MEXICO, 2019-2023

- Mexican Congress passes Reform of Federal Labour Law
- Deadline for unions to adapt internal procedures and bylaws in order to implement direct, personal, free and secret votes for union executives
- Reformed labour law in effect
- Coordinating Council begins its functions
- Files on union registration handed over to the FCCLR
- Relocation of union registration files to FCCLR
- FCCLR and Federal Labour Tribunals begin to review conciliation cases
- Protocol for the Authentication of Collective Bargaining Agreements published
- Local Conciliation and Arbitration Boards (CABs) present timelines for conclusion of pending cases and transition to labour tribunals
- Creation of information platform on Social Security for Labour Tribunals
- FCCLR begins to register unions and CBAs
- Local Conciliation Centres and Labour Tribunals begin to function
- Deadline for authentication of existing CBAs
- Every 6 months
- Review of local CABs' plans, timelines and progress to complete pending cases